Students Punished For Tainted Party
by Janet Bbudreau
Thirty-five current Colby
students are on social
probation and nine additional
undergraduates are on
disciplinary probation for
violating college policy b y
having a party last spring
after permission for the event
had "been denied .
In addition ,twelve 1988
Colby graduates , will miss
Homecoming Weekend/
having been barred from
campus until May 31, 1989.
Effective June 3, 1988, the
sanctions were levied on this
group of Colby men because a
party was held on Runnals
Field after the Dean of
Students Office forbid the

event s occurrence.
According to Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger, the
party request was denied
because the same group caused
upwards of $500 damage at a
Dana party the previous week
and lied to her about their
motives for this party. When
they submitted their request,
the group claimed the event
was a "football break-up
party." Seeking confirmation,
Seitzinger contacted a football
coach (she could not recall
which one) and learned that the
tradi tional "break-up " party is
actually held at the conclusion
of their season.
Seitzinger said the situation
was "tainted with fraternity

suspicions' , but there was not
enough evidence to warrant
further investigation into the
fraternity question.
For several days after
Security broke up the illegal
party and sent its participants
fleeing into the wood s, the
Dean 's Office did not know
who to punish. However, Food
Service Director Dan Eusebio
produced a list of 47 male
students who had taken their
harries off the Dining Hall List
in exchange for credit to get
food at a party . Seitzinger said
Eusebio volunteered this list.
Eusebio maintains tha t, "[the
party] was presented to him as
a 'football breakup' party." He
questioned this because "it was

real suspicious being held in
May." Subsequently contacting
the Dean's Office to check on.
the legitimacy of the party,
Eusebio was asked to submit
the list. "I don't usually get
involved," said Eusebio in
response to questions of his
obligation to the Dean 's Office,
"I just feed people."
One of the students on 'the
list' who did attend the party,
Robert Petrucelli '90, said, "all
[Seitzinger] had was a piece of
paper with some names on it.
Who said all these people were
[at the party]? You didn't even
have to be at the party, just on
the list to receive punishment."
Seitzinger had reason to
believe all those on the list

were involved , because "that's
where the food went. And, no
one has called me to say that
they were not there."
Brad Lord '89, another partygoer, said that "the penalty
was a little too harsh for
having a party. A warning
would have sufficed." Lord
added
that they had
interpreted Seitzinger's refusal
as a sign that they couldn't
have the party in the dorms or
function rooms, but her refusal
did .not apply to an outdoor,
party.
"Party probation is not
terribly serious," commented
Seitzinger,"and not the worst
sanction that could have been
continued on page 9

Spa Offers Fewer Hours, Increased Prices
by Lori Wright
The Spa no longer offers the
Missed Meal Plan on Saturday
and Sunday because "the plan
did
overtax the food
preparation and service area in
the Spa and led to underuse of
the dining halls, especially on
the weekends," according to
the Dining Services committee.
Because the Spa was becoming
overcrowded and Director of
Dining Services Dan Eusebio
said he "was unable to serve in
a clean, relaxed atmosphere,"
it now only offer s cash sales on
the weekends.
If you are planning to pay
cash, plan to pay more, because
prices have been increased in
the Spa since last year. And
when you use your meal card
during the week, expect to get

less food for your credit
because the am ount of . credit is
still the same: $1.50 for
breakfast, $3.00 for lunch and
$4.00 for dinner. When asked
how he thought students would
respond to these changes,
Eusebio said, "I suspect they
won't like it."
The Missed Meal plan was
first instituted last year, and
after evaluating the facts and
figures it was discovered that
roughly 10,000 meals a week
were served in the Spa, "and
the Spa is just not designed to
serve ' those numbers of
people/' stated Eusebio. The
Missed Meal p lan was
originally intended for students
who were busy with extracurricula activities, athletics,
and academics and wanted to
eat after the dining halls had

closed. Since most people are
not as heavily involved with
these activities on the
weekends, there is no need for
the Missed Meal plan.
However, in order to
accommodate students who
want to eat later on the
weekends, Dana and Roberts
now stay open until 8:00 p.m.
on Saturday and Sunday.
As far as the increased prices,
Eusebio contests that "we
increase prices in the Spa every
year ." He anticipates about a
5% increase in food, but "as we
start to feel the effects of the
drought we should expect an
additional 7-9 % increase ,
especially in beef and poultry
prices." As a result, a>
hamburger now costs $2.00, as
continued on page 9

Service with A Smile
photo by Ingrid Moore

Budget Cuts Shrink Hallstaff

by Chip Gavin

The Residence Hallstaff
Program is understaffed by 11
people this year because of
bu dget ,cut. , and, althoug h
careful to; avoid forecasting a
"better '; lor f l^yorse " year,
officials ;:ahd: , students agree
«dng8^111^ differeht. M
Dean of Residential Life Joyce
McPhetres-Maisel, on leave of
absence when the cuts were
made last year, is optimistic
desp ite tho $15,000 cut. "It's not
something that I support and

current hallstaff know that I do
not think, that this is the best
situation," Maisel said of the
staff cuts, "but we did not dwell
on this" at th e recent hallstaff
orientation.
The loss of 7 Res id en t
Assistants and 4 Head
Residents will result the in HRs
of smaller buildings covering
more than one building arid the
HRs of larger bu i ldi ngs
doubling as RAs for their floor.
"I was a little bit overwhelmed
at first," said Aimee Momenee,
an HR this year in the Hillside

INSIDE
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Comp lex where three HRs
wpre cut.
Keep i ng an eye on Taylor,
Leonar d ,
S tu r t e v a n t ,
approx imately 130 students
and 5 Residen t Assistants i s
defin itely "di ff er ent" fr qm last
year when Momenee was HR
for about 1/3 that many people
in Goddard Hodgkins. "I'm
definitely a lot more of a
building manager now," the
vetera n hallstafifer said, and
that "was not the philosophy of
Hallstaff before Maisel left.
Once tho decision to cut the

/A ' .
Wa ges for Seller's student
workers are hi gh er than those
for Seiler's local help. Find
out why on page 2.

•NEWS

funds had been made last year,
the decisions on where to cut
were structured to make the
HRs respons ibl e f or si m i lar
numbers of students. In the
past , HRs in 30-resident
buildings have been paid the
same as HRs in 120-resident
buildings.
But, "the i nconsistency of the
num ber of people in a hall in no
way represented a decrease of
respons ibi l i ty" for the HR s in
smaller bu ild i ngs, Maisel said.
"The positions paralleled one
another completely."

• FEATURES *
Ever wonder what it's l ike to
walk the beat? R ead about a
night of typical events fac ing
Safety and Securi ty on page 5

Monemee hopes to bring all
three halls together for
activities and that "will be
more condusive to the
commons system," she said.
Still, she would rather have the
11 cut positions back. Like other
hallstaffers, Momenee said
having Maisel back at Colby
will put the Residential Life
Program back on track. "I
wouldn't bo doing haUstaff this
year if Joyce wasn't back,"
Momenee said.
Although Ma isel was not a
continued on page 9

• ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
UB40 and Student Activities
, strike a deal. The performers of
Labour of Love come to Colby
this fall. Story on page 8.
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Food Service Offers
Higher Wages
by Michael Rooney
An increase in wages for
dining service employees is
attracting more students. The
starting wages range from $4
to $4.75, depending on the job.
Food servers and Spa
employees will start at $4.25,
while dishroom workers, food
preparers and student
managers start at $4.75.
With this increase in wages,
Colby students will be starting
at a higher rate of pay than a
'regular' Sellers emp loyee,
who would start at $3.85.
Director of Dining Service
Daniel J. Eusebio mentioned
several reasons for this
inequity.
The first is that he is trying to
find dedicated workers from
the ranks of Colby students.
The second is that he can afford
to pay Colby students more

because they do not receive the
benefits that Seiler's employees
do nor does he have to pay
state or federal taxes on
student workers.
In regard to the Colby
students being paid more, he
said that the two group s can
not be compared. He must
compare what Seiler's pays it's
workers to what a person
would make working for other
colleges such as nearby Thomas
College, and stores such as
Shop n' Save.
The raises were necessary to
attract students to the dining
halls and the Spa according to
Eusebio. He admits that he is
attempting to attract Colby
students because Of their sense
of loyalty to the school.
Eusebio also believes that
every freshman at every
college should work for dining
services for at least a semester
so that they could gain an

appreciation for the rules and
regulations of the dining hall.
He added that it is a great way
to meet new people, and also
make money while working
flexible hours.
When questioned about the
reasons for the raises, Eu sebio
remarked, "money talks." He
says that this is unfortunate but
true, and cited schools such as
Middlebury, Rutgers, and Yale
which attract students to the
dining halls through similar
plans. Eusebio believes that this
system is attractive and fair. '
He is hoping to shui. the
stigma associated with
working in a dining hall by
paying the much-needed
people more money. Eusebio
prefers this system to the one
used at Saint John's College in
Annapolis, Maryland, where
all financial aid students have
to work in the dining halls if
they want a job.

The Women s Soccer team dueled an Alumnae team last week to open their season
(P g. 11) . All other sports news on j iages 12-10(chinese style) .
photo by Robyn Closer

Heights
Fire
Updat e
The small fire which
eventually set off fire detectors
in the Heights community room
on Saturday, Sept.3, is still
under
i n v e s t ig a t i o n .
Questionnaires asking for
information about the incident
have been distributed to all
Heights residents. Thinking

that "may be somebod y
intentionally did it," Director of
Safety and Security Mark
VanValkenburgh said, "We
want to prevent it from ever
happening again." He stressed
that the detectors would have
gone off before any of , the
smoke reached the living areas.

Garrison-Foster
Health
Center
The fo l lowing is a pu blic
New Health Center Policy

The H ealth Center no longer
holds morning or afternoon
si ck call , all visi ts are by
appointment. To schedule an
appo intment, ei ther jgo to the
clinic desk in person or call
X3394 between 9 a.m. and 2
p.m. As always, if an illness or
inju ry demands immediate
attent ion, studen ts should
report to the nurse's station.

service announcement.

Derma to l ogy C linic

to Continue
Any student or empl oyee wi th
a dcrmatolog ic problem can
r eport to t he Health Center on
Tuesday 's, from 10 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. The clinic staff
includ es outs id e consultants
from the "Maine/Dartmouth
Residency Program for family
physicians ," a progra m held in
conj unct ion ' with Maino
Medical Center.

The GarrisonrFos ter Bleatth Center
photo hy Ingrid Moore

On The Beat With Safety And Security
by Jennifer Scott
When I first thought about
going on the beat with Colby's
safety and security officers, I
didn't really think that it would
be too exciting. I didn't expect
to bust wide open a huge
cocaine ring in the basement of
Drummond. I wasn't expecting
to discover that Jason, from
Friday the Thirteenth, would
come early this year and wildly
slash potential Colb y
cheerleaders. It was a good
thing that I didn't expect any of
this, because nothing nearly
that exciting happened. But
what I didn't expect was that
I'd learn as much as I did.
Deborah West gave me a
smile as I slid into the back of
safety and security's sleek new
cruising vessel, the used station
wagon they use as a patrol car.
West is a reserve who works on
week-ends and when people
are sick or on vacation. I would
be_ riding with West and Ron
Cutter. Cutter works for Colby
safety and security, the
Waterville Police Station
Department, and runs his own
business downtown. They are
both veterans of the Colby
force; Cutter 's worked here for
nearly five years, and West has
about four years of Colby
safety and security experience
behind her.
After we went around locking
doors down at the field house,
we cruised the parking lots up
by Hillside. An older couple
was carrying on a heated
conversation in one of the cars
on the upper deck so Cutter
turned on the blue lights and
waited for them to leave. "We
don't like for couples to just
drive out here and park,"
Cutter explained. He told of a
police officer at another school
who saw a couple in a car an d
decided not to disturb them
because the woman didn't seem
to be struggling. .Later, he
found out that she Was being

raped and was killed
afterwards. Now Colby safety,
and security, like many college
safety departments, actually
have to ask the woman if she's
alright rather than just
inspecting the scene.
The couple in the car we were
watching didn 't seem to be
getting the hint so Cutter got
out his flashlight and
approached the car. He
returned without having any
problems with the couple, who
promptly drove away, but West
said as he left the car, "The
most dangerous thing you can
do is approach a car like that
without a weapon. You never
know what's going to happen
and we have nothing to defend
ourselves with." Colby officers
are not allowed to carry
anything but flashlights, which
they are prohibited from using
as weapons.
This past summer, Cutter was
patrolling the campus when he
stopped a man in a pick-up
roaming the campus. On
approaching the window of the
man's car, Cutter noticed a
twelve-gauge shotgun in the
front seat. The man didn 't use
the gun, but it gave Cutter
quite a start, mainly because he
was defenseless.
After checking out the parking
lots, we headed for the fire
lanes in front of the East and
West quads. Tonight was the
night they were going to start
towing cars. I felt that I must be
in for an exciting time; I
thought 'how much more
emotional can people be than
when their car is being towed?'
"Towing," said West, "is really
not my thing."
After turning on the blue
lights for a good ten minutes to
get people's attention and to
get them to move their cars,
West gave the infamous Arbo's
a call and they said they'd be
right over. No sooner do they
get the hooks on the shiny red
jeep that was about to be

towed, than do we hear shouts
coming from across campus.
"Wait," a group of guys who
were running across the
campus shouted, "we know
who owns the carl Give us a
few minutes to find him!"
'Take it away," said West
The guys at this point en
masse get down on their hands
and knees and started kissing
Wests' hands. "Please, please,
we'll, take you out to dinner!"
They pleaded.
West gave an exasperated
sigh and allowed them three
minutes to find their friend .
Three minutes later and there
was no sign of their friend . The
Arbo's truck takes olf with the
j eep in tow. The owner is
running across the campus now
and arrives out of breath with
rus friends around him saying,
"We tried to stop her man,
really we did. But we didn't
know where you were."

Cutter and West and they're
letting me in on some of the
more interesting stories of their
careers at Colby. "We've seen a
lot of naked people," stated
West and Cutter laughed in
agreement. Once, West was on
the trail of some streakers who
were bolting across campus
one night. She was hiding
behind a bush when one of the
streakers walked up behind
her, tapped her on the shoulder
and said "You're it!"
"I called for male back-up
then," West confesses.
Cutter recalls a time last year
when he was doing a rescue
call for the Waterville police
and came to the aid of an
elderly man who turned out to
be Cutter 's next door neighbor.
The man was in his car with his
head back and making gurgling
noises in his throat. Cutter
performed CPR on him but the
man died before an ambulance

"I was in the library," states
the owner, who is soon
rewarded for his hard work by
his shiny red jeep which has
been returned by the everbenevolent Arbo's.
"Is there any way I can get out
of paying for this man?" the
j eep-owner asks. The Arbo 's
man, who was awakened from
a sound sleep to tow this jeep,
grimly nods his head in a
distinct "no."
I'm learning a lot about

could arrive. "I hope to God I
never have to deal with
anything like that again but you
have to be prepared for
anything on this job," stated
Cutter .
West recalls an incident
where a drunk male student
had climbed fory feet into a tree
and she watc hed as he fell to
the ground. The man was
relatively uninjured but West
said of this and others such
episodes, "Sometimes you see

byMark LaPdinte
Colby College has a range of
student groups fr om the Colby
Christian Fellowship to the
Coalition for Political Action, It
seems that there's a group for
everyone on campus. One
group tha t's probably not first
on most people's list, however,
is the Colb y College
Bisexual/Lesbian/Gay
Community (CCBLGC).
Hav ing been in ex istence for
the past several years, the
CCBLGC probably received
Iho most recognition last year
under coord inator Thomas
Hagerty. 'In 1987-88,. the
CCBLGC hold many notable
events . They ran a successful
informational phoncline, held a
woll-attondcd film series in the
Mary Low Coffeehouse, and
was
c o- s p o n s o r
of

Bisexual / Lesbian/Gay
Awaren ess Days, or BG LADs
as it was known.
Und er t he forceful Hagerty
the CCBLGC became a wellstrong
known
an d
organization at Colby. This
year under new leadership, and
with , a strong increase in
membership, the CCBLGC will
con ti nue w ork i ng t owards a
campus m oro comfor table an d
aware of o thers ' sexual
preferences. Such work will
inclu de monthl y f i lms, a fail
speaker , outreach programs,
and an even-larger BGLADs
community. New coordinator,
sophomore Mark LaPointe,
believes such events, combined
with increased support, will
certainly insure another
successful year for tho
CCBLGC.

The biggest event of the past

were shown in the residence
halls throughout the week and
the Colby community showed
its support by w ear i ng p i nk
armbands.
The event was deemed
successful at the end of the
week by all involved. Dean
Paul Johnston seemed happy
with the support given by the
many pe op le who attended
events. Plans should soon be
on the way for th e secon d
annua l BGLADs in the spring.
One of the main problems
t hat t he CCBL G C faces as
people whose lifestyles are not
mainstream is the intolerance
of others. Oppression still
exiSls in force today. Antisemit ism, sexism, racism andthe
o f t e n- o v e r l o o k e d
homophobia exist even in the

something and you 'll think
'please God don't let this
happen' and it will happen, and
you'll want to just lose, control
but you can't. You can never let
down your guard or let your
emotions get the best of you."
West, who started working at
Colby as a safety and security
officer at the.age of eighteen,
was assaulted two years ago at
a party by a Colby student.She
recalls this as her "most
horrif ying" episode at Colby.
West's mother, Rita Bowman,
also works for Colby safety and
security.
On our final swing around
campus, we decide to drive out
behind the band shell and make
sure nothing funny is
happening. "I don't understand
why kids come out here to park.
I mean, y ou 're college kids,
don't you have rooms?" Cutter
asks. Apparently, one couple's
room was not available for the
evening, and they chose to park
behind the band shell for some
star gazing, among other
things. The blue lights go on,
and the star-gazers are made
aware of our unwanted
presenc e in a not-so-subtle
way. "I hate this part , of the
job," Cutter groans as he picks
up his flashlight, "It's the
absolute worst part."
Now the shift is coming to an
end and morning looms ahead
of us. The fire lanes are free of
cars and the stargazers have
been packed off to someplace a
little more private. Colby can
rest easy now, knowing that
there is someone in a fancy blue
station wagon put there to
watch over them. Cutter says, "
We used to get a lot of
harassment from the kids, but
now they come up to us at
graduation and introduce their
parents to us. That's reall y
something," Cutter is clearly
touched by this gesture and
says, "It's nice to see that the
attitudes towards us are
*\
changing."

Colby's Bisexual/Lesbian/Gay Community
Speaks Out
year for the CCBLGC was
BGLADs. BGLADs was a
week-long awareness of issues
an d conc e rns t ha t face
Bisexuals, Lesbians, and Gay
men. The week consisted of
such even t s as sp eaker Da le
McCorm ick fr om t he Ma i ne
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
talk i ng on tol eran ce, and
Paren t s and Fr ie n d s of
Lesbi ans an d Gays giving very
touching accounts of life as
parents of homosexual
children.
Another wellattended event was a stud ent
pan el In wh ich seven college
studen t s, ran g i ng from
freshmen to graduate , stu d ents,
told their stor i es of
homop hobia and intolerance
on campuses such as Bowdoin,
Colby, and U-Maine. Movies

educated arena of tho college

campuses. Lesbians and Gay
men constitute at least 10% of
the American population
according to the latest statistics
in the Kinscy report. This 10%
is often referred to at the
"silent minority ". Here at
Colby, the CCBLGC gives that
minority a voice without
jeopardizing the safety of its
members. The CCBLGC feels
that to live in fear is often
unbearable, but to live with
hope is, for many, enough.
The
CCBLGC
is
a
confidential organization and
welcomes members of all
orientations. Anyone wishing
to find moro information either
on the CCBLGC or on lesbian
an d gay issues , or anyone
wishing to giv e support , can
write to the CCBLGC in c/o
the Student Center.
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by Janet Boudreau
Let the rumors be confirmed!
UB40 will be here.'
Coming with a $20,000 price
tag, UB40 is scheduled to
perform at Colby College on
Wednesday, October 19, in
Wadsworth. Gym. In recent
years, the campus enjoyed the
talents of INXS, The Hooters,
John Caffer ty, and Squeeze. .
According to Director of
Student Activities John Farkas,
UB40 was "the best choice and
the only ' choice" this year.
Fortunately for Colb y, UB40
beat out Tracy Chapman and
Crowded House, both of whom
were also considered by the
Social Life Committee and
later chose not to tour at all.
Not so fortunate, Bates and
Bowdoin are still looking for
bands, according to Farkas,
who expressed concern over
the lack of tours this year.
The opening band has yet to
be determined, but ticket prices
have been set at $12 each and
can be purchased in the Student
Activities office.
See U there!

The Colby Concert series has done it aga in! Legendary Reggae
band UB40 will rock the Colby campus Wednesday, October 19

A Peasant of
El Salvador

by Drew Simmons
The award winning play "A
PEASANT OF EL SALVADOR '
will have a single performance
Friday, September 16, at 8 p.m.
in Given Auditorium.
Created and performed by
Gould & Stearns , a tw o-man
fr om
theatre
company
Vermo nt, the play is a stirring
stor y of how one farmer and
his famil y strugg le to maintain
their way of life amidst the
turb ulent events in war-torn EI
Salvador .
Grace full y combining political
sensitivit y with tongue in cheek
hum or , the play creates a
poignant image of Latin
Am erica.
The play is
inte rspersed with mime and
indi genous music of El
Salvador.

Sixteen different characters
are created by the Vermont
duo. Playwrig ht Peter Gould
assumes the role of the central
figure- the old farmer- while
Stephen Stearns portrays a
myriad of characters including
a son, a neighbor, a land
reform officer , a p lantation
foreman , and
the late
Archbisho p R omero.
In the past five years their
reputation for agile and quickwitted comedy has taken them
to the Queen Elizabeth Hall in
L ondon , Engl and.
General Admission is $3 ($2
with a Colby ID). Tickets can be
pur c has ed a t t he door. To
reserve tickets call x3338.
Refr eshmen t s will be served a t
an informal
recep t ion
following the performance.

g/TMe K-M-v*-

New Clubs In The
English Department
by Drew Simmons
For the embittered and the
eloquent , the flippan t and th e
fiesty r the pugnaci ous and the
pedagogical - your time has
come. The Performing Arts
Departm ent has ann ounced the
inaugurati on of two new
extracurri cular prog rams for
students who strive to perfect
skills of verbal
their
communica tion and argum entation: the Colby Debat e Team
and the Colby Speech Council.
The Debate T e am w ill
conven e weekly for deba te

,,

workout sessions - and once a
month , a public debate is
scheduled to bat abou t issues of
local significance. Plans are
alread y being made to combat
Maine 's favorite safety schoolBates- in a match of daring and
wits.
The Debate Team hopes to
see itself in regional and
national competitions as soon
as the team solidifies into a
cohesive unit.
The Colb y Speech Council is
an i nf ormal gathering of
students and facul ty who wish

|,

to improve their verbal skills.
The focal points are on
hurdling the mental obstacles
which hinder one from
speak ing out in class or at
meetings , on develop ing
of
logical
techni ques
organization and presentation ,
and on improving general
speak ing skills.
Those interested in joining
C olb y ' s newest duo of
discussion should contact
David "Mills in the English
D epar t men t, M iller Libr ary
213.

-**»* ,

Janice,.who will you talk with?
Last week the ECHO'S Special Editor Chip Gavin scheduled a
Monday interview with Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger. Chip's
questions concerned the Hall Staff restructuring at the end of last
year.
Although Dean Seitzinger knew Chip was representing the ECHO,
she was not told the specific topic of the interview.
Before talking to Dean Seitzinger, Chip talked to Associate Dean of
Students Joyce MacPhetres-Maisel about the same issue. Dean
MacPhetres-Maisel said she couldn't say much about the _euts
because she was away last year, but that she didn't suppor t them.
Consequently, Chip thought it would only be fair to talk to Dean
Seitzinger before taking the story to press.
Upon entering her office, Dean Seitzinger told Chip she felt
"uncomfortable" with him and wouldn't answer his questions unless
they were submitted in writing and in advance. Dean Seitzinger
attributed her response to the way Chip handled confidential
information on fraternities in an article he wrote last year.
Allow me to regress. Last fall Chip obtained secret documents on
administrative strategy to .eliminate fraternities. To confirm this
information, Chip interviewed Dean Seitzinger but refrained from
telling her about them. At the interview's conclusion Chip revealed
photocopies of the documents, but by then she had --clearly
contradicted them. She felt she was trapped because Chip hadn't
shown her the documents at the start of the interview.
First of all, Chip was under no j ournalistic obligation to tell lDean
Seitzinger he had incriminating documents. In fact, Chip showed
them to her out of courtesy; His decision to hold back what he knew
was based on the premise of discovering the truth. His tactics
worked and the truth was revealed. But why should Dean Seitzinger
penalize someone for trying to uncover the truth? The obvious
answer says she has something to hide.
Colby 's President William R. Cotter said, "It's up to each individual
to respond the way they wish." And although he stressed the
importance of trust and openness, he added, "If someone feels they
have been trapped once they will obviously be on their guard next
time."
Yet the problem remains. For how can reporters build up trust with
the people they quote when the people they quote are discovered to
be deceitful.
I'd like to think that Dean Seitzinger has a responsibility to tell the
truth to the Colby community. Last year's document case clearly
indicates she feel s she doesn't. Maybe I'm an idealist, but I'd also like
to believe that every student has equal access to her, whether it
concerns serious issues like Hall Staff budget cuts or more
lighthearted ones such as cheerleading. On top of all this, I am
outraged why Dean Seitzinger singled out a particular individual for
a problem she created.
Furthermore, I am repulsed by the notion that Dean Seitzinger
feels she desires special treatment. The concept of submitting
questions in advance is ludicrous because it gives her the opportunity
to be less than forthcoming. And as the documents prove, this is a
danger no one can afford .
I am outraged by Dean Seitzinger's behavior. She is accountable.
Chris Preston
Managing Editor
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Proj ect Hero Clarified
After reading Betsy Kuller's
article in Sept 8 Echo ("Heroes
Should Include Jews") we must
agree with some of her
comments. It clearly was a
mistake n&t to allow Hillel to
participate in Project Hero.
This was a situation that a
large majority of the Newman
Council was not aware of
when they voted to join Project
Hero. Many of the members
saw Project Hero only as an
opportunity to help the people
of Waterville and the
surrounding areas regardless
of
their
religious
denomination. These members
were hurt and upset when they
found out about the exclusion
but it was not until Project
Hero was well under way. The
Council realizes now it made a
mistake last year. To the people
these actions offended, who we
hope is a large percent of the
Colb y population, we
apologize.
However, we are disturbed by
the fact that as we start a new
year, the Echo would print this
"old news." We are sorry to
know that this surfaces now as
a sore subject and we submit
this in order to clear the air and
begin the year with new
leaders, new business, and a

clean slate.
We feel it was unfair that no
mention had been made of how
the three groups, who were
involved in the organization of
the proj ect, were dealing with
this situation. If she had asked,
Betsy would have found out
that a) the Newman Council
had already decided it would
not take part in Project Hero or
a similar effort unless all
groups were either involved or
given the opportuni ty to do so
b) the awareness of the
Newman Council of the
injustices on campus has been
raised to the extent that this
year the council plans to do
more on campus for Colby
students than it has in the past.
This article also made no
mention of the Newman
Council's involvement iri other
activities.
If this was
mentioned, people would see
that the Newman Council has
always been open to all,
welcoming participation from
everyone on campus. We
realize no matter how hard we
work, we need this campuswide participation to make
anything we do a success.
That was the true beauty of
Project Hero. It was not the
project of three groups but "one
p

of Colby 's most , successful
good-will proj ects." It was the
campus-wide effort which
made the project what it was.
The fact that Colby students,
Christian and non-Christian,
came together for three weeks
and showed the people of
Maine that we care should
make us all proud of Project
Hero and Colby.
Project Hero coincided with
Colby's 175th anniversary and
it's original intention -was to
hel p celebrate it's heritage.
Freedoms of equality, including
reli gious freedoms, are a
strong part of Colby 's
foundation. These freedoms
must not be forgotten. The
Newman Council is one *of
many reli gious organizations
on campus and we hope to
partake in more events that we
as a college community can be
proud of. We came back to
campus determined to make
this the best year for the
Newman Council. Although
things did not start out on the
best note, we are even more
determined now.
Mark ReiUy '89
David Loser '89
Aimee Momenee '89
Brian Connors' '89

Editor 's note: Heroes Should Include. J ews" mts run as an editorial

Goodwill Doesn 't Mean Good Faith
Jesus doesn't have to do with
social interactions about old
clothes. Jesus doesn't have to
do
with
insti tutions.
"Churches" collect old clothes.
Christians meditate on the
purposes and meanings of
Christ as a metaphysical
indicator.
Groups
of
"fraternal" beings collect old

clothes not Christians. Ihe
Project Hero concept is
dangerous and grotesque. I'll
be happy to debate this with
anyone; let me just say that the
last decade's rise of exclusive,
hard-hearted "Christianity" is
a dangerous last groaning of a
predatory dinosaur. The spirit
of Christianity is not well

Heroes " Conflict Distorted
The Echo published on
September 8 a letter fro m a
student, who has never been a
Hillel member nor taken part in
Jewish life at Colby, concern ing
Project Hero. Contrary to her
assertion, many of us did chose
to t ak e a stand on the i ssues
arising fr om the concepti on of
this project. We expressed our
position through the hard work
of reasoning, negotiating, and,
we believe sensitizing others to

the concerns of one minority
group on campus.
We feel that progress was
made last spring and the
groundwork has been laid for
increased interfaith and
ecumenical cooperation at
Colby.
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky
Jewish Chaplin
Linda K. Cotter
Advisor to Colby Hillel

The opinions printed here do not necessarily represent the
views of the Colby Echo or its staff.
The Col by Echo encourages letters from readers, especially
those within the Colby community. Letters to the Editor should
be typed, double-spaced, and no more than 300 words in
length. Letters must be signed, and include a phone number.
Letters must either be in campus mail, addressed to The Echo
by 10:00 a.m. Monday morning, or in the Echo office by 6:00
p.m., Monday, unless special contact has been made with the
Editor. All letters from members of the Colby community will
be printed as long as they are not libelous or obscene, and meet
the above requirements. The Editor has the right to correct
spelling and grammar and/or shorten letters with tho advice of
the writer.

served by soldiers" invi ting a
holy war. Less "hero", more
humility. Put a spirit in your
heart, not a password.
Abbott Meader
Dept. of Art
(and properly raised as a
good you-know-what)

There will be an informational meeting for
those interested in writing and
photographing for this year 's ECHO. It will
take place at 7:30 tonight on the second floor
of the Student Center in the Club Room.
Come and find out what it is all about.
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Bertha- Hey now my
Budapestian buddy! But i
waaannna eat at the Lucky
Buddha! Here's to friends, huh?
You're awesome.
-Helga
Embaugh, Go for the bucks!
PMB- Have 1 ever told you...?
-Hildy
Di - with you gone, I've been
talking to myself more
often!(Since I'm all alone!)
-Mags
For sale: Apple Mac Plus and
Imagewriter II printer. Excell
cond. $1950 or best offer.
Call Diane Doumit
873-3397, Box 1637
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Third Floor Foss Congradgulations! You
are the future site of a
Saturday night Calipso party
starring Mr. Harry Belafonte
and James Buffet, along with
the Beach Boys and more. Ask
For Details.
We're BAT1
ii

F. 225,.
"You're From Hell, you
know that?" Look for the
remains of Fish after coning - a
real treat for the ladies, eh?

SEEKING 10-12 SENIORS
interested in being well
prepared to look for the job of
their dreams to join a Job
Seekers ' Group. Must be
willing to commit to meeting
weekly for 8 weeks and be
enthusiastic about beginning a
career after graduation. To
joi n, or to receive further
information, call Gate Talbot
Ashton, Assistant Director of
Career Services, atx3344. First
meeting Monday, September
19 at 4:00 in the Smith Room,
Roberts Union.

Layout quote of the week:
Dedication Sucks.
Ok, OK, Julie, I'll put your
name in print too... just as ling
as you stop seeing fireworks in
class!

Ok guys - when is our next tall
boys encounter going to be?...
Let's get a move on it!!!!
Sue(S&S)WE MISS YOU!!!!!!!!!
-Mags and Liza
Welcome aboard, Amy, Tucker,
and Jennifer - Great start!
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continued from page 1
compared to last year's price of
$1.50. You will see changes in
many other food items as well,
some as much , as a $.'65
increase.
In addition to the drought,
labor costs and the costs of
paper . goods have also
contributed to the hi gher
prices. In order to save the
school money, Seiler's must
account for these rising prices
by charging the students more.
Although Eusebio believes
there will be a drop in numbers
on weekends, he is confident
that cash sales will be greater
than t] No years ago, "I think
people will continue to go to
the Spa—it is a more exciting
place now." .

\
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WE AIWAYS
dJH $» «t_ NEED LEADERS
______ !__

4____MBmImF^ managers and ...more Our posiL HKWHB__y tkxis are important 'Vbu can get one
^ ^
Fbrce
^K^^ Asan Ak
RC^
^p in leadership and management practices \bu may
also apply for our scho_arship program that helps pay
college expense^ plus $100 per academic month, tax free
After graduation,you'll have all the prestige and responsibility o_ an Air Force officer -bull discover a new world
where youll be challenged to excel... and rewarded for your
success. Let us give yw the details today
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BradDid she draw blood from any
of the spots on your neck?
-The Editor
'
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| Drop your classified in campus mail '
\
\ ' addressed to " The €cho"

Larry- 1 can't belive you did
that last weekend. You have
got to be the biggest slimeball
at Colby.
-Janice, Mark, Bill, and Joyce
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Thanks so much for the callyou don't know how great it
feels to hear from someone in
the confusion of putting out a
paper!
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continued from page 1
levied" in this case. "I feel
comfor table with the decision
and feel appropri ate action
was taken," she added.
"Janice had a specific
purpose," said Petrucelli. "Her
aim was to : punish suspected
fraternity related individuals."
Lord supported this notion
saying she had ill-founded,
preconceived notions of what
the party was all about and
was "head-hunting".
Mark Reilly '89, having
attended the party, was also
placed on. social probation.
Reilly accepted the penalty, but
questioned its appropriateness
for those, such as himself, who
"had only attended the party
and had no responsibility for

Campus Travel Service
II
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CAPT A ND REA KA USSNER

EXERCISE E Q UIPMENT
\J
/ ( ')/
^
^*«—-^ V- Cross Country & Alpine
Skies & Ski Tuning
Mon. - Thurs. 9-5:30, Fri. .9-8, Sat. 9-5
Armory Road
Chris & Pam McMorrow
, Me. 04901
Waterville
873-5490

"Tainted"

207-581-1384

worid

COME SEE US ...AND...
"GO AWRY"

AL"m

Bookstore
872.-3455

AMERICAN

POBEHT'S UNION

III

LeadershipExcellence Starts Here

Emphysema
can take your
breath away

IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO THE

"
~TAST*

[its! set up." This factor became
increasingly important when
tlie probation jeopardized his
1988-89 Head Resident position
in Woodman. Ultimatel y,
Reilly lost his Hallstaff spot in
August as a result of this
situation in relation to the
Hallstaff work agreement
which prohibits one from
Hallstaff duty while on
academic or social probation.
"Mark was a very good R.A.,"
said Dean of Residential Life
Joyce McPhetres-Maisel, "I
wish it had never happened."
Maisel added, however, that
"patience is wearing thin" in
the Dean's Office with such
situations.
Reilly is trying to put all of
this behind Kim and "make this
year the best year," but
Petrucelli and Lord are not so
hopeful. "This puts a bi g
damper on things" said
Petrucelli, while Lord added,
"one incident ruins it all."

f

LUNG
ASSOCIATION
s
The Christmas Seal People

It 's a matter of life and breath®

($60 a year for RAs, $106 a year
for HRs . allotted to the
Hallstaff this year was to
compensate for their added
responsibilities and because
Hallstaff had not had a raise in
eight years, according to
Momenee. But, the raise was
part of the budget plan and did
not arise from the HRs meeting
with Seitzinger. "1 wouldn't
care so much about the raise if
we had more Hallstaff ,"
Momenee said.
"I think Joyce (Maisel) would
have stood up for the
Hallstaff more than Swager
did, Momenee said. Swager
"was only in the position for a
year and wasn't really able to
hold her own in decisions as big
as the budget cuts, so the
people above her got what they
wanted."
Swager, who now works at
the Dean 's Office of
Claremont-McKenna College
in California, was contacted
Tuesday but deferred all
comments to Seitzinger. In an
interview on Monday,
Seitzinger had already refused
to discuss the Hallstaff cuts
unless the ECHO submitted a
written list of questions to her
prior to the interview. Because
of the reporter's schedule and
print deadlines, The ECHO
could not accomodate her
request.

Hallst aff
continued from page !
Colby employee last year and
therefore had no official role in
the budget cut, she did know
the cuts were being made.
"Janice (Seitzinger) and I did
have several meetings," she
said. "I let her know I was not
in support of this." .
Hallstaff was not notified of
the cuts until the very end of
last year, according to
Momenee. "We were at an HR
meeting; when Sara (Swager,
last year's acting Dean oif
Residential Life) announced
that budget cuts were being;
made. Not that they werebeing
considered or anything . We
weren't even asked about it."
Soon after that meeting, the
HRs did tell Seitzinger they
were against the cuts. They
sent a letter to her and she did
eventually meet with several
representatives from the HR
staff , but none of their
suggestions were implemented,
according to Momenee.
Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger's decision to cut the
Hallstaff budget flew in the
face of her discussions with
Maisel and protests from last
year 's hallstaffers.
The five percent pay increase
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Pool Work Near
Completion
by Seth Wheeler
The Colby swim team looks
forward to a banner year with
the addition oi six new starting
blocks now being built in the
pool.
The project, which was
originally due to be completed
this week, and now has been
set for September 30th, will put
the Colby pool back on par with
other schools around the
league.
The
present
construction is a tricky process
of tearing down the old
starting wall and placing the
angled platforms on concrete
pilings. According to Athletic
Director Dick Whitmore, much
of the old wall had to be
dismantled by hand for fear
that large scale demolition
would crack the bottom sides of
the pool. As a preventive
measure, the pool was drained
and will remain so until the
work is completed.
Carolyn Lockwood, captain
of the women's swim team and
current record holder in the 50
yard backstroke, says she is
excited about the new
additions. "The platforms are
essential for the start of the
backstroke and should make for
better times all around."
Lockwood also noted that trip

The Pro Picks

by Larbear arid Murrman

Tennis

New Orleans at Detroit-Jim Mora has Saints primed after
barely beating Falcons last week. Will be long day for Lions QB
Chuck.
Houston at N.Y. Jets-In shootout, Moonless Oilers ride off
into sunset with cowhand Cody Carlson in*the saddle. Alan
Pinkett continues to surprise people as late NFL bloomer.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh-Division rivalry also features hot
QBs Boomervs Bubby. Home field will make the difference in
this one between two up and coming teams.
Phoenix at Tampa Bay-Two tough losses make Cards hungry
enough to romp as Lomax shreds Buc defense and
overshadows inexperienced Testaverde.
Green Bay at Miami-Change of climate does nothing to alter
the woeful state of Packers. Lindy Infante versus Don Shula
proves a mismatch as Dan Marino throws homecoming party
as well as numerous TDs.
Denver at Kansas City-Broncos continue Jekyl and Hyde
routine. Follow blowout win at home with weak performance
at Arrowhead as Chiefs keep it closer than it should be.
Minnesota at Chicago-Vikings prove last year 's NFC
championship appearance was no fluke as they send loud
signal to the Bears and rest of league with convincing win.
Seattle at San Diego-With Malone at QB, Colby tries to
schedule Chargers. Seahawk rout verges oii inhumane.
L.A. Rams at L.A. Raiders-Raiders regain title as bully of the
block with narrow victory over the boys from down the street.
Atlanta at San Francisco-Falcons pray their luggage is lost
and get to forfeit. If not, 49ers field their scab team as regulars
get the day off.
N.Y. Giants at Dallas-Herschel walks, runs, and jumps over
Giants as he pleases and experts realize Giants are not nearly
as good as two years ago.
Buffalo at New England-Same story as Vikings game. Tough
young defense proves it is for real as Patriots prove that they
really stink.
Philadel phia at Washington-Redskins clip the wings of
usually pesky Eagles as Hogs dominate the way they can.
Monday Ni ght
Indianapolis at Cleveland-Colts stomp former fierce dogs
who without Kosar have been reduced to whimpering poodles.
Those with weak stomachs should watch Olympics instead.

continued from page 12
such as senior co-captain Laura
Thornton, senior Jen Pattison,
and sophomore Grace Liang
will be counted on to volley the
team to victory.
If the team stays healthy,
there seems to be no reason
why it won't help Aboud
increase her .701 winning
percentage at Colby.
The team, however, may be
facing an opponent more
ominous than any foe with a
lightning serve and a deadly
backhand. The condition of the
home courts has been deemed
"disgraceful" by coach Aboud in
reference to many cracks in the
p laying surface which have
now sprouted weeds. She
commented , "I' m very
disappointed with the
condition of the courts. The
direction of the ball is
sometimes altered when it hits
the cracks and it can affect
play. If that's the way Colby
wants to present itself then
that's up to them but I think its
a disgrace." A three-year plan
to resurface and change the
direction of the courts which
would also avoid the problems
of playing into the sun, has
been scrapped by Colby.
Regardless of this obstacle the
1988 Colby Women's Tennis
Team figures to be a very solid
and successful one.

improvements will atract more
highschool and USSA meets
which means more income
being generated by the pool.
That added source of income
will be a welcome benefit
considering the $10,000 cost of
the renovations. According to
Associate Director of the
p hysical p lant, Gordon
Cheesman, the money comes
f rom an annual Rennovations
and Repair budget that varies
yearly according to needs in the
overall budget of the physical
plant.
Although the new starting
blocks are a great advantage to
competitive swimming, the
proj ect was innitiated out of a
concern for poolside safety.
Whitmore
noted
the
importance of this safety
measure. "The old wall was
just too high for a person to
perform a reaching rescue in
that area of the pool." This is
understandable considering the
amount of community use the
pool receives throughout the
year. Whitmore assured the
Echo that neither the swim
program nor the physical
education classes will be
affected by the construction.
Once opened, the pool will
maintain it's regular operating
hours.
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Women 's
Cross Country
A Contender
by John Mullen
The Colby women's cross
country team should return to
the top level of NESCAC
competition this year. Head
coach Debbie Aitken, who
guided the 1987 team to a
fourth place finish at the New
Division
III
Eng land
championships, expects the
combination of her returning
runners and the potential of the
freshwoman class to produce a
season even more successful
than last. Aitken believes that
"we are definitel y stronger
than last year" and she is "very
pleased" with the early season
workouts so far.
Juniors Jill Vollweiler and
Karen Boomer are the "key
factors" and are expected to
pace Colby's team scoring.
Vollweiler/ who injured her
knee
prior
to
the
has
last
year,
championships
rehabilitated completely and
should regain the top form that
has made her one of the great
runners in the ECAC and
NESCAC. Boomer returns
from a year of off-campus
study, and, as her 1986 AllNESCAC and All-ECAC year
indicates, she will challenge for
a spot in the Division III
championships.
Sophmore Clover Burns of
Bellows Falls, Vermont will
push Vollweiler and Boomer.
Burns, who ran in the W\
position afte£ Vollweiler was
injured, is consistently in the

Sport s Shorts
MEN'S SOCCER

top three and is a "p ivotal
point" in determining the
team's success. She was chosen
as All-ECAC, All-NESCAC,
and All-Maine last year. Galen
Lauman, who, according to
Aitken is a "trernendous
athlete", joins the team for the
first time and will be an
i m p o r t a n t ' contributor.
Sophmores Hilary Greene and
Lisa Twomey are "ri gTit in
there" and will compete for
two of the remaining three
slots of the team's top seven.
The incoming prospects
cannot be overlooked, though.
Julie Eells, Farah Paradise, and
Polly Sheridan are three young
runners who should make an
impact. Polly, according to
Aitken, is a "pleasant surprise"
and all three should "hel p us
out" during the season. Junior
Karen Killmer and Kimberl y
Kennedy of Manchester, NH.
are two talented runners who
will also contribute to the
team's overall success.
1988 is shaping up to be an
exciting year. The White Mules
have individual talent and far
more depth than last year 's
team. The 28 runners of the
cross-country team compose
one of the deepest and most
talented groups that Colby has
ever collected. With Debbie
Aitken directing her squad,
Colby should find itself high in
the final r ankings in
November. . Their first race
takes place this Saturday versus
USM at Baxter State Park .

Women's Field Hockey
Sept. 17

Plymouth State

H

1:00

24
28
Oct. 1
4

Alumnae
UMF
Tufts
U. Southern Maine

H
H
A
H

4:00
1:00
4:00

"
MAIAW Tournament

TBA

22

8
15
16

21
22
25

29

Nov. 3

5

5-6

Bates

Gordon
Simmons

Framingham State
New England College

A

A
H

11:00
2:00

A

3:30

A

2:00

Bowdoin

A
H

MAIAW Tournament

TBA

NIAC Tournament

TBA

Nichols

MAIAW Tournament

3:00

1:00
3:00

Sept. 17

Plymou th State

H

Oct. 12
25

Gould Academy
Bowdoin '

H

Bates

WOMEN'S SOCCER

A
H

2:15

4:00

4:15

The Lady Mules opened their
season last Saturday with a 2-1
exhibition loss to an Alumnae
team. David LaLiberty's squad
battled Thomas College
yesterday and will host
Wheaton on Friday at 2 and
USM Tuesday at 4. Both home
games will be on Runnals field
behind Dana.

Sop homore Eric Russman vies for position in the White Mules
exhibition loss to the Alumni team.
photo by Robyn Closer.

level Varsity teams considering
the fact that the competition
sails every day under the
guidance of a group of heavily
funded codches.
Races were held in fleets of
five Shields, thirteen 420' s and
ten Lasers. Highlights included
Andrew Bess' second and third
places in the Laser A Division,
a first place Shields skippered
by Jared Webster, and mid-fleet

SAILING
' Colby, Harvard,Yale, Brown,
Boston University, Tufts ,
Bowdoin, M.I.T., Connecticut
College, and Coast Guard
Academy Sailors gathered at
Maine Maritime Academy this
past weekend to race in
MMA' s annual Bagaduce
Rega tta . Colby faired well
against New England's top

scoring in the 420's by J .C.
Klick, Torn Sollas, and Kate
Brennan. Other Colby Sailors
included David Wehr, Gregory
Lundberg,
Christina
Thompson, Bill Auerswald,
Sara Webster, and Elin Baird.
In the coming weeks, Colb y
races at home, MMA ,
Dartmouth, Tufts, Bowdoin,
and American Ya cht Club in
Rye, New York.

Women 's Tennis
Sept. 17
23

TBA

Women 's B Field Hockey
22

The men 's Soccer team
opened their schedule last
Friday with a 0-0 tie at home
against the University of
Dalhousie, and on Saturday
lost 6-1 to a strong Alumni
team. Although the Alumni
game was a blowout, the result
should be taken with a grain of
salt because many regulars
were not playing such as tricaptain; Rob
Hyland.
Nevertheless, senior tricaptain Manuel Balmaseda
was encouraged by what he
saw in the two games noting
that, "The freshmen were very
impressive in their first college
games."
The team plays three home
games this week starting with
Norwich on Friday at 3:30
before taking on Middlebury on
Saturday at 11 and U. MaineFarmmgton on Tuesday at
3:30. All three games are at
Loebs field.

Oct.

24
27

1

4

8
10
15-16
22
25
28-31

LJ. Maine
U. Vermont

A
H

2:00
3:0Q

H

12:00

Bowdoin
A
U. New Hampshire
H
MAIAW Tournament, Ba tes A
Simmons
H
Bowdoin
H
New England's, Amherst
A

12;00
3:30

MIT
Bates

Dartmou th

Gordon

H
A

A

2:00
3:00

3:00

2:00
3:00

IBI?T?Tri~g3________aP________30_____S

PASTRIES/CROISSANTS/DELI STYLE SANDWICHES

CAKE S
FOR ANY OCCASION

872-8748

JOSEPH'S BAKE-A-DELI
45 MAIN ST. WATERVILLE

RELAXED ATMOSPHERE

CARE PACK AGES/CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKI ES/AND MORE

Cross Coun t ry

Sep t. 17
24
Oct. 1
8
15
22

29

Nov. 5
12
19

Bowdoin Invi ta tional
S. E. Mass U. Invitational
CBB at Bates
Codfish Bowl at Franklin Park
NESCAC at Hamilton
MAI/PW at U. Southern Maine
"
Now England' s Holy Cross
NY
¦
ECAC Champs., Albany,
A
Now England Qualifier, SE Mass U
NCAA Championships

A
A
A ,
A
A
A ,
A

A

TBA

Upperclass Women Fuel
Talent Rich Hockey Team

Time Quit

I Play, You Play, \
We All Play In I-Play
by Lawrence Rocca

From top to bottom: Erin Kelly, Nancy Smith, Amy Gillis, and Laney Brown hope to outlast their
' photo by Dave Coleman
opponents this year.
by Billy Goodman
two j unior All-Maine
luxury of picking from some
selections, Emilie Davis(center
talented freshwomen to fill the
With what twelfth year coach
back)
remaining spots. Adria Lowell,
Deb Pluck calls the "strongest
and
Elizabeth
LeRoy(right
midfielder),
to
Step
hanie - Clement, and
'
step
group of athletes,'- she's had in
several years, her 1988 field
in and lead a fierce charge
Michelle Rowell all are pegged
hockey team will look to
against ECAC foes.
to be strong talents and key
Sophomore midfielders
contributors this year.
improve over last year 's 6-5
Andrea Solomita, Amy Gillis,
record. An extremely talented
Another key could be the play
Stacey Porath and strikers
group of sophomores and
of Paige Higgins, slowed as of
Nancy Smith and Jody Brown
juniors, who Coach Pluck says,
now by an injury, but a player
" have grown tremendously as
could be just the scori ng punch
who Pluck says " has come on
athletes" make the outlook for
that puts this team at the top of
tremendously as an athlete."
the season quite optimistic.
their division. Pluck marvels at
Undaunted by tough league
Although the team will miss
the unity of this year's -squad
and non-league teams, Pluck
the outstanding play of
and says, "Their maturity has
looks to challenge teams in the
graduates Melissa Brown ,
hunt for an ECAC title. The
affected the whole team and
Elanis Damulis and Christina
"
team opens at home this
brought the group together.
Koulua, Pluck still has senior
Saturday against Plymouth
A strong recruiting year
State at 1:00 p.m.
goalkeeper Lisa Dontempi and
places coach Pluck with the

Colby s Women s Tennis
Sports A Balanced Attack
by Brian Murphy

As the sun began to set over
Mayflower Hill last Friday, the
Colby Women's Tennis Team
was st ill ha rd a t wor k i n
prepara ti on f or th is comi ng
Saturday's open er at th e
University of Maine.
There will be many new faces
in the top s i ngles and d oubles
pos it i ons f or 4 th y ear coa ch
Paula Aboud' s netst ers as the
No. 1 and No. 2 singles players
last year , Lorin Haughes and
Kate Walker, have graduated.
Haughes and Walker also
formed the NaT doubles team
and Aboud will bo looking f or
new blood a t the top and a
more
balanc ed
attack
throughout her lineup. Aboud

had the following to say about
the team's strength, "In the
pa st, our doubles play has been
stronger than single s but this
y ear we'll be much more well
roun ded as ther e's not much
difference between our top six
players." Aboud is hoping to
ma tch or better the team's 1987
dual-meet mark of 7-2.
Fighting it out for the No. 1
sing les spot will be senior Heidi
Greeranan> team co-MVP her
sop h omore year , sop homore
co-captain Twisty Gogolak,

and

sop homore Maryann

Hutchinson.
Gre enman, who was away in
Caen , France her junior year,
believes that for the. team to
win, it must play well together.
"Team unity will be , very

important for us. We'll have to
see who the strongest doubles
team will be. People haven't
played together th a t much,
unlike the past few years."
G ogolak , whose fa ther is,
f ormer NFL p lacek i cker
Charl ie Gogolak , was 6-2 in
singles play last year and could
be half of the No.l doubles
w it h
tandem
along
Hutchinson.
Coa ch Aboud has no t yet
decided who will fill those top
positions and is not likely to do
so unt il today, Thursday.
However, i f the La d y Mules
are to succeed against the likes
of UMO , UVM , Dartmouth,
Bowdoin, and Simmons
College, then other players
continued on page 10

Remember high schqol sports? Was there anything more
exciting or fun than game day? Was there anything more
dreadful than practice? Did you know that it is possible to have
the fun of game day without the hassles of practice and travel?
Colby's Intramural program, I-Play, is the answer.
Imagine no mandatory laps to run, weights' to lift, curfews to
observe, or coaches to deal with. While the Colby football team
hits blocking sleds, the soccer teams run wind sprints, the field
hockey team does sit-ups, and the cross country teams watch
their weight, you could be catching touchdown passes, scoring
goals, pigging out, and having fun the way you want. .
Remember thinking the coach was a moron, your teammates
were jerks, that you should be playing. more, or that everybody
took it all too seriously because after all wasn't it just a game?
Well,in I-Play, those problems will not exist if you do not want
them to. You call the plays, your friends are your teammates,
you play as much as you want/and you relax-. That is the key.
Varsity intercollegiate sports are well funded and publicized,
yet involve a great deal of time and pressure to win. Club
sports are more relaxed yet still involve a substantial time
commitment and travel. Pickup games can be amusing and a
good form of exercise but they are rarely well organized and
can get boring. I-Play guarantees organized leagues, com plete
with officiating, in a plethora of sports to suit anyone. Above
all, it is here on campus, at the most convenient times possible,
and as fun and competitive as you wish to make it.
The Fall season is here and captains meetings will be held in
the main gym tonight, Thursday,, September 15, for
Footballfopen at 7) and Soccer(men 's at 6, women's at 6:30,
and co-ed at 5:30), and on Friday, September 16, for Field
Hockey.women's at 6:30) and a Tennis Tournament(mixed, at
6). Rosters are available on I-Play board s outside of dining
halls and in the Student Center, from dorm reps, or from the IPlay office in the field house. Ail those interested must attend
the meetings.
Whether you are a super jock or a hack, a former team
captain or picking something up for the first time, obsessed
with winning or j ust out to get in shape, I-Play has a league for
you. Says Sean Murray, a former member of the Colby
Football and Baseball teams, "I-Play is really perfect for me.
Before, I didn't have, time to check out the chicks, get good
grades, and keep my bod looking huge. Now I can do it all and I
still have time to party."
Remember, it is a lot of fun so don't miss the boat. Hurry up
and organize a team how while there still is time to come on
out and play.
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Senior Co-Captain Laura Thornton and Coach Paula Aboud will be ,
instrumental jn the success of this year 's Women's Tennis Team.
p hoto by Dave Coleman

